We are presenting the numerical simulations for the stochastic computer virus propagation model in this manuscript. We are comparing the solutions of stochastic and deterministic computer virus models. Outcomes of a threshold number R 0 hold in stochastic computer virus model. If R 0 < 1 then in such a condition virus controlled in the computer population while R 0 > 1 shows virus rapidly spread in the computer population. Unfortunately, stochastic numerical techniques fail to cope with large step sizes of time. The suggested structure of the stochastic non-standard finite difference technique can never violate the dynamical properties. On this basis, we can suggest a collection of strategies for removing virus's propagation in the computer population.
virus are downloading programs, pirated or cracked software, email attachments, internet, booting data from unknown CDs, Bluetooth and unpatched software. The symptoms such as partition completely disappears, no response from programs that use to run, due to the absence of certain critical system files windows does not start, receive the error messages containing the missing files, without uninstalling process a program vanishes from the computer, new icons appear on the desktop by self, the anti-virus software is not allowed to re-install by the computer, an unknown reason causes the anti-virus software to incapacitate and it cannot be restarted, a weird attachment is received from e-mail message, computer is not able to update the anti-virus software, email account consequently send messages with the virus to our contacts, we can't open files and documents with certain error or unknown file format, difficulty in re-opening the squashed information whose configuration has been changed, maximum functionality of an application is difficult to achieve, there is an un-usual sound or music plays from speakers and operations which are crashed and the computer shows the alarming messages along with the un-identified errors, it gets restarted again and again on itself, computer requires a long time to start and its execution is backed off etc. are observed in a virus tainted computer. Viruses regularly carry out different sort of damaging activities on diseased host computers, for instance acquirement of computer space and central processing unit (CPU) time, gaining access to secretive material (for example, credit card numbers), modifying data, showing a party-political or hilarious message on the desktop, spamming the e-mail contacts, taking down keystrokes and even sometimes making the computer unworkable.
Literature survey
In 1971, the first computer virus known as "Creeper system" was discovered and it could replicate itself. The computers which were affected by this virus could not work properly because the virus continues to fill up the hard drive. BBN technologies manufactured the virus in the US. In 1982, another worm is known as "Elk Cloner" came up as the initial virus to show outside a single computer lab where it was made. It was developed in 1981 by Richard Skrenta. The year 1986 was the discovery of first computer virus for MS-DOS named as "Brain". It had the functionality to obstruct the computer from booting, and it overwrites the boot sector on the floppy disk. In 1988 the first computer virus named "The Morris" emerged and it affected a large number of computer population. The purpose of writing this virus was to measure the magnitude of internet, and it was written by Robert Morris, a graduate student from Cornell University. The virus which was discovered in 1991 for the first time in Australia was named as "Michelangelo". Every year until 6 th march the virus stays inactive and then it restrains the computers from booting by overwriting the first one hundred blocks on the storage devices with zeros. The first virus to precisely attack MS windows was revealed in April 1992, two years after the launch of Windows 3.0. The first widespread word macro virus was released in the year 1999 known as "Melissa". In the year 2000, the virus named "I love you" reappears and sent itself to all contacts via email. The virus could overwrite music files, pictures and office files. In a short period of ten days the virus contaminated over fifty million computers. During the latent period of the computer virus, the individuals are exposed to a computer virus, but still they are not infected. An exposed computer is that which is infected in latency, but will not be able to infect other computers at once. However, there might be chance to get infected. In order to demonstrate the fact that although the exposed computer does not infect other computers, it still has infectivity, we use delay in modelling the computer virus [Han and Tan (2010) ; Zhu, Yang and Ren (2012) ]. SLB and SLBS models were propounded by Yang et al. in these models, the authors assumed that during the period of latency the computer also has infectivity [Yang, Yang, Zhu et al. (2013) ; Yang, Yang, Wen at el. (2012) ]. The task for modelling the spread nature of computer virus was done first time by Kephart et al. [Kephart and White (1991) ; Kephart and White (1993) ]. A lot of research work has been done in the past in order to investigate the computer virus propagation by constructing the mathematical models presented in Han et al. [Han and Tan (2010) ; Ren, Yang, Zhu et al. (2012) ; Wierman and Marchette (2004) ; Yuan and Chen (2008) ]. SIRS computer virus models were propounded by Mishra et al. in different forms in Mishra et al. [Mishra and Jha (2007) ; Mishra and Pandey (2010) ; ; Zhang and Yang (2015) ; Feng, Liao, Li et al. (2012) ]. SEIR computer virus propagation model was illustrated by Yuan and Chen and they studied the stability of the model in Yuan et al. [Yuan and Chen (2008) ]. The Hopf bifurcation of the SEIR model with time delay was explored by Dong et al. [Dong, Liao and Li (2012) ]. In recent years many different computer virus models have been developed by other scholars presented in Wang et al. [Wang, Zhang, Wang et al. (2010) ; Mishra and Jha (2010) ; Yao, Xie, Guo et al. (2013) ; Muroya and Kuniya (2014) ; Gan, Yang and Zhu (2014) ]. The discrete Markov model and a differential equation model of the computer virus propagation was credited to Billings et al. in Billings et al. [Billings, Spears and Schwartz (2002) ]. The SIRA computer virus propagation model was proposed by Piqueira in Piqueira et al. [Piqueira, Vasconcelos, Gabriel et al. (2008) ] and later he studied the mathematical properties such as stability and bifurcation conditions in Piqueira et al. [Piqueira and Araujo (2009) ]. The research work made by these scholars leads us to utilize the subjective approach to figure out the conditions due to which virus spread in a computer population. The usual quantitative schemes like Euler and Runge-Kutta never maintain dynamical possessions as we have seen in the deterministic modelling. We have also seen that in Euler Maruyama, stochastic Euler and stochastic Runge-Kutta does not maintain the dynamical possessions in the stochastic case. So, from this a question arises and need to research more: Can we develop technique which does not violate the dynamical properties [Mickens (1994 ]. We have a claim to call stochastic nonstandard finite difference (SNSFD) technique which always fulfils a need for a numerical method and preserves the dynamical properties. These properties defined by Mickens in the stochastic context presented in Mickens et al. [Mickens (1994 ]. So, this is the major point of our paper. The strategy of this paper is as follows: The necessary details of SDEs have been given in Section 3. In Section 4, described the deterministic computer virus propagation model and their equilibria. In Section 5, explains the construction way of stochastic computer virus propagation model. In Section 6, explains the stochastic numerical techniques for stochastic computer virus propagation model and their convergence analysis. In the end, conclusion and our future work will be discussed in Section 7. 
Deterministic computer virus propagation model
where the region for system (1) is
All solutions of system (1) will be nonnegative invariant and closed. This region will be called a feasible region.
Equilibria of the computer virus propagation model
The computer virus propagation model (1) has two following steady states which are as follows:
Virus-free equilibrium is K 1 = (S, L, B) = (1,0,0) Virulent equilibrium is K 2 = (S, L, B)
where,
Note that R 0 is the reproduction number. 
Stochastic computer virus propagation model
The expectation and variance of the stochastic computer virus propagation model is defined as
The general form of SDEs as follows:
The SDE of system (1) as follows:
with initial conditions W(0) = W o = [0.4,0.4, 0.2] T , 0 ≤ t ≤ T and the Brownian motion is denoted by B(t).
Euler Maruyama technique
The construction of this technique is presented in Maruyama [Maruyama (1955) ]. For finding the solution of given SDEs presented as (2) and for parameters values see Tab. 2.
(3) The time step size is presented by 'Δt' and ∆B n is standard normal distribution. i.e., ∆B n~N (0, 1). The solution of system (1) i.e., VFE is K 1 = (1,0,0) and VE is K 2 = (0.4537, 0.4249, 0.1214). 
Parametric perturbation of computer virus propagation model
In this technique, we shall choose parameters from the system (1) and change into the random parameters with small noise as = + . So, the stochastic system (1) is as follows [Allen and Burgin (2000) ; Allen (2007); Allen, Allen, Arciniega et al. 
The Brownian motion is denoted by B k (t), (k = 1,2,3), σ is the randomness of the system (4). The system (4) is non-integrable because of Brownian motion. So, we shall find its solution by using different stochastic techniques.
Stochastic Euler technique
The system (4) 
where ∆B n~N (0,1) and 'h' called the time step size.
Stochastic Runge Kutta technique
The system (4) can be written in this technique as follows ; Arif, Raza, Rafiq et al. (2019)]:
Stage 4
Final stage
Stochastic NSFD technique
The system (4) can be written in this technique as follows ; S n+1 = S n +hδ+hγB n 1+hβ(L n +B n )+hδ+hσ(L n +B n )ΔB n L n+1 = L n +hβS n (L n +B n )+hσS n (L n +B n )ΔB n 1+h(α+δ)
Convergence analysis Theorem
For any given initial value [S(0), L(0), B(0) ∈ R + 3 ] system (7) has a unique positive solution ( S n , L n , B n ) ∈ R + 3 on n ≥ 0, almost surely
Theorem
The region Ω = {( S n , L n , B n ) ∈ R + 3 : S n ≥ 0, L n ≥ 0, B n ≥ 0, S n + L n + B n ≤ 1} for all n ≥ 0 is a nonnegative invariant set for the system (7). Proof: The system (7) can be written as follows: S n+1 − S n h = δ − βS n L n − βS n B n + γB n − δS n − σS n L n ΔB n − σS n B n ΔB n L n+1 − L n h = βS n L n + βS n B n − αL n − δL n + σS n L n ΔB n + σS n B n ΔB n B n+1 − B n h = αL n − βB n − δB n Adding all the equations, we have
almost surely.
The discrete dynamical system (7) has the same steady states as that of the continuous dynamical system (4) for all n ≥ 0. Proof: For solving the system (7), we get two states as follows: VFE i.e., K 3 = (S n , L n , B n ) = (1,0,0). VE i.e., K 4 = (S n , L n , B n ).
The eigenvalues of the discrete dynamical system (7) lie in the unit circle for all n ≥ 0. Proof:
We suppose F, G, and H from the system (7) as follows: 
, Now we want to linearize the model about the equilibria of the model for virus-free equilibrium K 1 = (S, L, B) = (1,0,0) and 0 < 1. The given Jacobean is
The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix is
This is guaranteed to fact that the all eigenvalues of Jacobean lies in a unit circle. So, the system (7) is LAS around K 1 .
Numerical experiments 5.4.1 Euler Maruyama technique
The simulation for the system (3) as follows: 
Stochastic NSFD technique
The simulation for the model (7) as follows: 
Contrast section
In this segment, we shall draw the contrast of stochastic techniques for both equilibria as follows:
(e) (f) Figure 6 : (a) Non-Breaking out computers with virus, stochastic Euler and its average at h=0.1 (b) Non-Breaking out computers with virus, stochastic Euler and its average at h=3 (c) Non-Breaking out computers with virus, stochastic Runge Kutta and its average at h=0.1 (d) Non-Breaking out computers with virus, stochastic Runge Kutta and its average at h=4 (e) Non-Breaking out computers with virus, Euler Maruyama and its average at h=0.1 (f) Non-Breaking out computers with virus, Euler Maruyama and its average at h=2
Covariance of subpopulations
The covariance of the stochastic computer virus propagation model has been discussed in this section. By calculating the correlation coefficients, we shall be able to inspect covariance between distinct sub-populations and the results are dispatched in Tab. 3. We can observe in Tab. 3 that there is an inverse relationship between virus-free computers and remaining two sub-populations of the computer model. The inverse relationship among these sub-compartments shows that virus-free equilibrium can be attained if there is an increase in virus-free computers along with decrease in remaining sub-populations. Then, the system completely virus free.
Discussion of results
The Euler Maruyama shows convergence in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(c) at h=0.01 and shows non-positivity in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d) . On the other hand, The stochastic Euler shows convergence in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c) at h=0.01 and shows non-positivity in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d) . In same manner, The stochastic Runge Kutta shows convergence in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(c) at h=0.01 and shows non-positivity and unboundedness in Fig. 4(b) and Fig.  4(d) . So, we concluded that those mentioned above explicit stochastic techniques are time-dependent and conditionally convergent. In Fig. 5 , the SNSFD approaches to both equilibria of model for any discretization. In Fig. 6 , we have shown the efficiency of SNSFD technique with existing stochastic explicit techniques for different time-step sizes. Also, the solution of ode (deterministic) system is obtained from the arithmetic mean of stochastic simulations. This is the beauty of SNSFD as compared to other stochastic explicit techniques.
Conclusion and directions
After this analysis, we can give idea that SDEs analysis of computer virus propagation model is suitable as compared to ODEs analysis. All stochastic techniques violate dynamical properties. These techniques give a non-positive solution and unbounded solutions. This type of dynamics has no significance in physical systems. We have introduced SNSFD technique for this modelling under the assumption the discussed by Mickens in stochastic context [Mickens (1994 . This technique always satisfies the dynamical properties such as dynamical consistency, nonnegativity and boundedness of model. In future, we shall extend this idea in the field of all type of networking systems. Also, we shall construct fraction order networking models ; Jajarmi, Baleanu, Bonyah et al. (2018) ; Singh, Kumar and Baleanu (2019)].
